
BAFALO SPIRIT

Buffalo or Bison as a Spirit, Totem, and Power Animal can help! Delve deeply in Buffalo & Bison symbolism and
meaning to find out how this animal spirit guide can support, strength, and empower you. Because theyâ€™re so closely
related, Buffalo and Bison are mostly interchangeable.

This animal represents the abundance of resources you require to make a meaningful contribution to your
society. They teach us of virtue to protect the ones we love, even if it could get ourselves harmed. They can
run up to 35 miles per hour and cross rivers over a half a mile wide. The Bison will make you feel strong and
powerful from the inside. A whole host of animals from black-footed ferrets to burrowing owls to foxes rely
on prairie dogs as a food source. Thus, bison represent abundance. The Red Indians associated this animal
with the Earth. Bison not only provided a valuable source of sustenance for grizzly bears and wolves, but also
for scavengers such as coyotes, eagles, hawks, and vultures. Do you feel as if you have enough room to roam?
This is exactly the same meaning as if you keep seeing the honey-bee everywhere. The plight of the buffalo
today is strikingly similar to that of the wild mustang. Nothing of this creature ever went to waste, so prepare
for thrifty living as one means for slowly gathering wealth. Your buffalo totem wants you to figure out what
you are supposed to be doing that will give you a sense of accomplishment, satisfaction, and most of all,
happiness. If the Bison appears for you, you should follow the sacred and the easiest path and you should not
force anything in your life. They wander across prairies, surviving on eating grass and plants, following their
natural herding instincts. If today your Animal Totem is a Mouse but you wish to be the mighty Buffalo, ask
the Animal Allies to help you transform. The buffalo spirit animal is telling you to wait with patience and
confidence because it will soon happen for you. As she was leaving, woman changed into a lovely white calf
of a buffalo and massive buffalo herds were seen all around. Dreams about the Bison â€” Interpretation and
Meaning It is also possible that the Bison as your animal totem appears in your dreams. The attitude of
gratitude opens the path to much more in life than abundance. Gratitude Buffalo symbolism is also linked to
giving thanks much in the same way as turkey spirit animal. When something threatens that unit, Buffalo goes
into action and can be very dangerous until the balance is restored. They are stubborn, in a way, which might
turn out bad both for them and people with bison totem, if not paying attention. Protection and devotion â€”
Bison are protective animals and their symbolism is particularly strong about that. Did you know that wild
bison are routinely rounded up and excess members are sent to slaughter? These animals do not hesitate when
their relatives are under a threat of other animals or humans. You can be stubborn, too, but this stems from
your being naturally driven and persistent. Honor everything that comes your way. If anything, try as much as
possible to remain modest. You have a strong and unshakeable personal determination. Your buffalo totem
teaches you that genuine prosperity comes when you are truly grateful for what you have in your life.


